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In 1984, Y. Ishimori derived a nonlinear wave equation which is a two-dimen- 
sional analogue of the classical isotropic spin-chain in ferromagnetism. In this paper 
we show that the Cauchy problem associated to this equation is well-posed in 
Sobolev spaces when initial spins are almost parallel. @ 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Y. Ishimori was looking for two-dimensional generalizations of the 
Heisenberg equation in ferromagnetism. He proposed the following 
i 
s,=sr\ (S,,+S,,)+b(~,S,+~,S,) 
4,x - d.“,> = -2s. (S, A S,) (0.2 
S(x, 0) = S,(x), 
where S( ., t): R2 + R3, lSl2 = 1, S - (0, 0, l), and A denotes the 
wedge product in R3. The coupling’$&%ial 4 is a scalar unknown related 
to the topological charge density q(S) = 2s. (S, A S,). The total topological 
charge is defined by 
Q(S) = -& jR2 s. (Sx A SY), 
which is the degree of the mapping S: Yz( z R2 u {cc }) -+ Y2, b is a real 
coupling constant. When b = 0, Eq. (0.2) reduces to the two-dimensional 
Heisenberg equation, which was studied by C. Bardos, C. Suiem, and 
P. L. Sulem [l]. When b = 1, the main interest of Eqs. (0.1) and (0.2) 
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is that they are completely integrable by inverse scattering (see [6]). It is 
interesting to note that in this case, taking formally the L2-scalar product 
of Eq. (0.1) with AS, integrating by parts, and using the fact that (S( 2 = 1 
leads to the conservation of energy: (d/dt) j lVS[’ = 0. By way of contrast, 
Eq. (0.2) leads to the conservation of the quantity 1 IS.& 2 - IS,I’. Therefore, 
Eq. (0.2) looks more problematic than Eq. (O.l), especially since we have to 
solve a wave equation for 4, and some regularity is lost. 
In the sequel we consider only Eq. (0.1 ), which we rewrite in 
stereographic variables U: R2 + @ (see Appendix), in order to get rid of the 
constraint ISl2 = 1, where 
S’+iS’ 
u=m* 
Equation (0.1) becomes 
and the condition at infinity is u(X) ,s~ 0. Equation (0.3)-(0.4) is a 
nonlinear Schrbdinger equation of the form 
iu, + u,, - uyy = F(u, 8,~). 
This equation is not included in the framework of J. Shatah [9] or 
S. Klainerman and G. Ponce [7] because the linear part is “hyperbolic” 
and aF/:la(aiu) is not a real-valued function, so classical a priori estimates 
are not available, even to prove the local existence of a solution. There are 
two difficulties in Eq. (0.3)-(0.4). The first one comes from the presence of 
the term (u: - u:) in the right-hand side: at first sight we loose derivatives 
in a priori estimates. The second difficulty is the coupling potential 4 that 
introduces a nonlocal term. We roughly show that this nonlocal term 
behaves like the nonlinear term (26/( 1 + lu12)) (UC - ut). Our methods do 
not rely on inverse scattering techniques, but on classical analysis, and thus 
work for any coupling constant 6. The results of this paper were announced 
in [lo]. 
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1. THE COUPLING POTENTIAL 
We need to give a meaning to the coupling potential 4 in Eq. (0.3). 
Indeed, when u belongs to H1(R2),f= (u,ti, - u,U,)/(l + 1~1~)~ only 
belongs to L1(R2), a “bad” space for inverting the Laplace operator 
(see [ 111). We take advantage of the special form off which is a Jacobian, 
to express 4 in terms of u and to replace system (0.3) by a single equation 
with a nonlocal term. This term has roughly the same regularity as (Du)‘. 
In the following lemma, we use an idea of H. Wente [ 121 (cf. also H. Brezis 
and J. M. Coron [2] ). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f and g be in $?F(R2; C). We define 
(r = (x2 + Jy2). (1.1) 
Then (in the distributional sense), 
The map E extends to a continuous bilinear operator 
E:Hk+1(lR2)~Hk+1(R2)-+ W-(IF!*) 
with the bound 
Proof: We follow closely [2], write the explicit integral which defines 
E(f, g), and use polar coordinates to estimate E(f, g)(O), 
E(S, g)(0)=&~0+e~~nlnr(‘g6~f,Br)rdrd0 
1 ccc 2n 
=- 
s s 27ro 0 
ln rC(fg~L - (.&,)~I dr de. 
The second term in the integral vanishes, and we perform an integration by 
parts on the first term. The boundary terms vanish since f is compactly 
supported, and In efgO(s cos 0, E sin 0) = E In .s( (ag/ax) cos 8 + (ag/ay ). sin 0). 
Hence, 
E(f, g)(O) = - & jo+* j:“fF dr de. 
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Introducing the circular mean value off, 
f(r) = ; c’ f(r, 0) & 
we write 
E(f, g)(0)=$-Jbtm i;++rdrdB. 
Thanks to the Cauchy-Schwarz and Poincare inequalities we bound 
Since E(f, g)(5) = Etf~~, got,), where r&X) = t; -2, we obtain the same 
bomi for IE(f, 811 oo. If we now differentiate equality ( 1.1) up to the order 
c1 (tl a multiindex of length <k), we find 
D”E(.L g)= c 
13+y=a 
(;) &ln r * C(@fL Vg),- (@f), (DygLl. 
Each term in the above sum has the structure of a Jacobian, and we can 
apply the same technique to obtain the desired bound. 
Let now f, g be in H k+ ‘(R2). We approximate f and g by smooth 
functions f”, g” in V,“(R*): 
f”+f,g”+g in Hk+ ‘(R*). 
We check that 
IE(f”, $1 - E(f”, S”)I wk.m 
~C(IDfnl~~lD(g”-~~l~~+lDg~l~~ lW”-fN,+ 
Therefore the Cauchy sequence E(f”, g”) converges to a map E(f, g) in 
Wk*m(~2). Since (1/27r) In r is the fundamental solution of the Laplace 
operator in lR*, andf”, g” are compactly supported, we get 
dE(f”, g”) =f”, gj: -fl g; in 9’(R*). 
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Multiplying this equation by E(f”, g”) and integrating by parts leads to the 
Hk bound, and equality (1.2) results taking limits as n --) + co. 
We notice that when u is in H”(R’) (m > 1 ), the following equality holds 
in 9’(R?): 
Thus, if we let 
(1.3) 
4 satisfies the Laplace equation (0.4). Before listing the requires estimates 
on 4, we state two calculus inequalities from J. Moser [8], whose proofs 
follow from the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let u be in Wksp(R2). Then,for 1 <p< +a~, (u(, < 1, 
(1.4) 
LEMMA 1.3. Let ul, . . . . uk be in W”‘,p(K’) and a,, . . . . ak be integers 
satisfving ~1, + . . . +ct,=m. For any 1 <pb +CO, 
JD%, ..’ DakUkI p 
<C (D’%J;‘*... (D”&(rpk”” (~J(,rn~~‘)‘~.~. (u&-‘~)“? (1.5) 
In particular if 24, v are in Wm*“(Rn) 
lD”(u~)l p < C(ID”W p I4 m + Iul x ID”+4 ,J (1.6) 
Proof: By Halder’s inequality, we have 
I Da’uI . ..DakukIp< IDa’u,lmp,a, ... IDakuA,,,/,,ak. 
Using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities we bound from above 
lD”‘Uil mp/q < C lDmuil ;‘” luil ‘,” - ‘8)‘m. 
Inequality (1.6) is a direct consequence of (1.5) and Young’s 
inequalities. 1 
The next lemma shows that C$ behaves like u2 in Wk’P norms, for 
PE 11, mc. 
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LEMMA 1.4. For u in H” + ’ (R*), and I++ defined as above, the following 
bounds hold: 
I& pjkm 6 c IUI $+I (1.7) 
lDk+*~l*<Cl~4, IUlHk+l (1.8) 
lDf$l p+A,o< c IUI w1.m IUI wkf1.p (1.9) 
for O,<k<m and 1 <p< +co. 
Proof: The first bound is an immediate consequence of (1.2) and (1.4). 
In order to get inequality (1.8), note that, integrating by parts, 
pk4q2= IBk+*4(*. 
Using Eq. (0.4), 
By (1.5) and Lemma 1.2, the desired bound results. 
Concerning (1.9), we notice that the following equality is meaningful 
when u belongs to H”(lR*) (m 2 2): 
Aq5=4i[(&)y-(j-$$),l in Y(R*). 
Taking the Fourier transform gives 
The multiplying factors <i5i/(5f + <f) are homogeneous functions of degree 
zero, and thanks to Riesz’s inequalities (see, e.g., [ 111) we obtain the 
following Lp bounds (1~ p < + cc ): 
lD”hxl p, IDk4,1 p G cp [~Dk(&)lp+~Dk(i$)l.l. 
Inequality (1.9) follows readily from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. 1 
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We are now able to replace Eq. (0.3) by a single equation in U. For u in 
Hm+‘( R*), we define the local and nonlocal mappings as 
F(u)=- 
1+ 1u12 
(24; - u;), G(u) = WAuy + 4yuh 
where 4 is given by formula (1.3). Equation (0.3) now reads 
iu, + u,, - uyy = F(u) + G(u). (1.10) 
We complete this section with technical estimates on F and G that will be 
used in the next one. 
LEMMA 1.5. F and G are Lipschitz maps on the bounded sets oj 
Hmf2(R2) with values into H”(R2), and moreover they satisfy the 
inequalities 
IF(u)1 wrn+s6/5 + [G(u)1 Wm+2.6/5 % C Ju( *W[~,QI+Z,~ IuIH~+~ (1.11) 
IF(U)IHm-l+ IG(u)l,m-l <C 1~1 ‘~2.6 IUI fp. (1.12) 
Proof. Let U, v be in Hm+2(!R2) and 4, $ the corresponding potentials 
given by formula (1.3). We estimate the difference 
IG(~)-G(~)l~~6C(I~~~(~-~)l~~+I~(~-~)~~l~~) 
6 C(lD~l wm,= IU-VIp+l + IDvl~m IWd-$)Iwm.~I 
<c #p+, IU-vlp+2, 
which indeed shows the first assertion. In order to prove inequality ( 1.11) 
for F we proceed as in [ 11, 
IF( wm+2,6/5 < C i+j+gm+2 lD’(~)D’iluDk+lul~,~. 
For j + k < m - 1, with the Holder inequality, 
1 I+$-$) Dj+l~~~+l~i~,~ 
i+j+k<m+2 
J+k<m--l 
G 1 lD’(+)~, ID’+‘4, IDk+‘4, 
i+j+k<m+2 
j+k<m- I 
<c lulf+d IUIp+2 (by 1.4). 
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While for j + k > m - 1, i < 3 similarly, 
d 1 lD(+)l, Pi+‘46 lDk+‘4z 
i+j+k$m+Z 
iC3 
jC [m/2] + 1 
<c IU1&m,21+1,6 IU)fp+3. 
We proceed in a similar way for G, 
I%I pgm+2,6/5 6 c 1 JDi+'+Dj+ 't&. 
i+jCm+Z 
For 0 < i < [m/2] + 1 we estimate the terms in the sum as 
i+j$m+2 lD’+‘4ls IDi+1ulz 
i C Cm/Z] + 1 
Gj+kA,+2 lDk (&)I, ID’+‘& Pi+‘42 
i=S[m/S]+l 
and for O<j< [m/2] + 1, 
1 ID'+'&, IDj+'ul, 
i+jCm+Z 
i 6 [m/2] + 1 
~Ci+k~m+2 lDk(+)l, ID’+‘42 ID’+‘46 
k, j< Cm723 + 1 
+Cj+kzm+2 lDk(+)12 ID’+‘46 IDi++4e 
l, jJr [mj2] + 1 
s c (U12W[m,2,+2.6 1UIpc3. 
Putting together the above inequalities, we arrive at (1.11). The proof of 
inequality (1.12) readily results from (1.6). 1 
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2. THE MAIN ESTIMATE AND A LOCAL EXISTENCE RESULT 
In this section, we overcome the difficulty due to the presence of 
derivatives of u in F and G by proving a “high energies” estimate 
reminiscent of the one in [7,9]. If we classically differentiate Eq. (0.3), 
take formally the L2 scalar product with DU, and look for the imaginary 
part, no energy estimate is available since we cannot get rid of the higher 
derivatives coming from DF(u) and DG(u). On the other hand, the tech- 
nique used in [l] which consists in working on the initial equation on S, 
differentiating it with respect to time does not work here even for the case 
h = 0. Indeed, we could only hope for estimates on j ISxJ’ - lSy/’ which do 
not imply bounds in Sobolev spaces. 
Our idea comes from the Heisenberg equation S, = S A AS. Formally, 
the energy j lVS12 is conserved, and in the stereographic variables, the 
corresponding quantity is 1 IVu12/( 1 + 1~1’)‘. Therefore the ad hoc expres- 
sions to look for seem to be non-quadratic in U. 
Consider the following approximate equation (parabolic regularization) 
for O<E< 1: 
i 
i(u, - &AU) + u,, - u,.), = F(u) + G(u) 
u(0) = 240. (2.1 1, 
The following lemma is classical. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any u,, in H”(R2) (m > l), Eq. (2.1), possesses a unique 
solution U&E %?( [0, T,[; H”). Zf the maximal existence time T, is finite, we 
have the blow-up condition 
lim sup IuE(t)lHm= +cc. 
I + 7, 
Proof For E positive, the operator A = --&A - i(a*/ax* -8’/8y2) is 
sectorial on the Banach space X= H”(R’) with domain D(A)= 
Hm+2(lR2). By Lemma 1.5, F and G are Lipschitz maps from X” = H”+’ 
into X= H” (a E [0, l[). Th e conclusion follows for example, from 
[4, Theorem 3.31. 1 
We introduce the following notation: 
DEFINITION 2.2. For u in H”(R*), let 
Of course, when u is small [u]~ is equivalent to Iu] $,, 
(l+ IuI’,)-’ lul;“< Culmd l42,~* 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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We prove the following estimate on [u”(t)], : 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let u0 be in H”( R2) (m 2 4). The solution u”(t) of 
Eq. (2.1), satisfies, for 0 < t < T,, 
Cu”(t)L < Cu& exp 
( 
C1 Jbi lu(7112H4 + lu(~)lL4 d7) (2.4) 
b”Wl, < Mm exp 
where C, is a constant that depends on m, but not on u. and E E IO, 11. 
Proof: We choose a multiplying factor of the form 19( 1~1’) U, take the L* 
scalar product with Eq. (2.1),, keep the imaginary part, and determine 6’ in 
order to cancel higher derivatives. After some computations we find 
1 
w4*)= (I+ lu12)2’ 
Indeed 
Re (1 +U;(:12)2-&Re s I 
AUii 
(I+ 142)2 
+ Im s (G - uyy) (1 +;(u/*y 
s 
2u2 
=Im (1+ IU12)3 (4 - u;, 
+bRe (l+;llr12)2 I w, + WL). 
Let us develop the first term in the right-hand side of (2.6), 
Im 2(iiu,)2 - 2(Uu$ 
s (I+ lu12)’ 
=4j 
Re(tiu,) Im(tiu,) - Re(iiu,) Im(z?u,) 
(I+ l42)3 
=2 j 14: 
(I+ b1213 1m(‘ux)-2 s 
I4 2 
(1 + [42)3 lm@uy) 
= ImC(WJ, - (&),I 
s (1 + lu12)’ 
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We recover the last term in the left-hand side of (2.6). We estimate the 
remaining terms as 
Re 
Putting together the preceding inequalities in (2.6) we find 
We follow the same line to derive higher order estimates. Let a be a multi- 
index of length ]a] <T?I. Differentiate Eq. (2.1), up to the order IX, take the 
Lz scalar product with IN/(1 -I- /u)~)~, and keep the imaginary part, 
+ b Re D”(u,~, + u~#~) 
s 
D”r7 
(1 + lu)2)2’ 
(2.7) 
First isolate the first term in the right-hand side and apply Leibnitz’s 
formula 
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We work with the term with derivatives of order higher than u in the 
expression (2.8), in order to recover the last term in the left-hand side of 
(2.7). 
Irn (l+1;u,2)3 I (4u,D"u,-4u,D"u,)D"ii 
= 2 1 (1 r,z,2)3 Im(Dau,D%) -2 J” (1!,:,2)3 Im(D*u,D”4 
Im( iiu,) 
=Im ( Dau,,-D%,,y) s 
1Dau12 
D”i2 2+2J (1 + ,,,:)3 (I+ I4 ) 
Im(ziu,) 
(2.9) 
We estimate the two last terms in (2.9) with an integration by parts 
wuux) - 2 i 
jD"ul; 
s 
ID%12 
(I+ l4’)3 Im(iiuy) < C IuI2,2,, (1+ IU12)2’ 
The remaining terms in (2.8) are bounded from above by 
p+J”<m ( j DB (S) DY(Du) D’(Du) (1 f;;,2)21 
y,v<m- 1 
But from (1.5), 
x ID4 oo (m-l-y)/(m-1) lDUl(m-l--v)/(m--l) co 
< lul2,m ID& 
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With an integration by parts, we get rid of the higher derivatives in the E 
terms 
D”U 
LfD”u (1 + ,42)2= -& s 
IVD”4’ + 2E Re I4f 
* + 142 D”Q”i (, + lu/2)3 
+ j  D”“,D”ii (1 $2)3) 
We now deal with terms involving 4, 
s D”U Re Da(4,u, + Q4 (1+ Iu12)* 
I 
D”ii D% 
G Re M?” (1 + I42)2 +hJ- (1 + l42)2 
+ c 
If 
D”ii 
(D’?P~y + DB@,J%) (1 + ,u,2l2 . (2.10) 
B+v=m 
ygm-1 
We treat the first terms integrating by parts 
By (1.7) and the Sobolev inequality, we can bound the above terms by 
or in turn, we can also use (1.9) to infer 
and therefore the above terms are also bounded from above by 
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We use inequality (1.6) to estimate the other terms in (2.10): 
But from (1.7) we deduce 
IDm+l~p)/(m-l)<C p42wl)/w-11) I.p$Mm-l) 
00 
lD2&, GC l4L or c I4 Wl,rn 1241 p&5. 
Therefore we have 
and 
Eventually we notice that 
d 
f 
IDoLu12 
s 
Paul: 
z (1+ lu12)2= (I+ Iu12)2 -2J‘(1+Iu12)2 
wd2 IuIf 
and by Eq. (2.1), 
lul~=2Im ( 2u z (245 - 24;) - fi(G + uyy) 1 + I4 > 
+ 2 Re(iWu + b(u,$, + ~~4,))). 
Therefore, 
d 
f 
ID=u12 
z (1+ lU12)2G f 
WA: 
Cl+ 142)2 
+ CW42, 
+ 14, lD2400 + PI, I&4,) b12,. 
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Putting together the above inequalities for all multiindex [cl1 6 m, we obtain 
the following differential inequalities: 
f [ul m~G(l42,4+ IulXd IUI’W 
,<c2(Iu12w3,6+ Iu13w3d lul$. 
They immediately lead to inequalities (2.4) and (2.5). 1 
We use these estimates to prove the following local existence result for 
small initial data: 
THEOREM 2.4. For m 2 3, there exists two positive constants C,, LX,, such 
that for all u0 in H”(R2) satisfying luOIHm < Q, there exists a solution u of 
Eq. (0.3) with 
u E L”(0, T; H”(R2)), u~EL=(O, T; H”-2(R2)) 
f$ELrn(O, T; Wm-1qR2)), D@E L”(0, T; H”(R2)), 
where T= C,,/ccG. Moreover this solution satisfies inequalities (2.4) and (2.5). 
Proof. Denote by C2 the Sobolev embedding constant H”(R2) 4 
L”(R*), and let a0 = Min( 1, 1/2C2). For 0 < E Q 1 and lz+,/ um < x0 denote by 
Td=Sup{T>O; Iu”(t)l,<2a,forO<t<T}. 
By continuity, ) u( T: )I Hm = 2a,. 
On the other hand, using inequalities (2.3), (2.4), and the definition of 
C2, for 0 < t < T,* we obtain 
(u”(t)J&,<(1+4C~a~)21uol$,exp Cl~‘(4a~+8a~)di) 
( 0 
and by Gronwall’s lemma, 
This inequality gives the following lower bound for the existence time of 
solutions of Eq. (2.1), : 
TF& (:= T). 
a0 
Since 
uE is in a bounded set of L”(0, T; H”(R2)) 
UT is in a bounded set of L”(0, T; H”-*(R2)), 
580/105/2-2 
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up to a subsequence we can pass to the limit in Eq. (2.1), to find a solution 
u of Eq. (0.3) on [0, r], Inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) are preserved when 
passing to the limit. 1 
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
Theorem 2.4 can be turned into a global existence result, using Lp - Lq 
estimates on the linear “hyperbolic” Schrodinger equation. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Z(t) be the semi-group associated to the linear equation 
iu, + u,, - uYY = 0 
u(0) = 240. 
The following inequality holds: 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where l/p + l/q = 1, q > 2, and N, > 2((2 - p)/p). 
Proof It can be found in [3]. The idea is that the fundamental solution 
of Eq. (3.1) splits into the product of two one-dimensional integrals and 
that the one-dimensional semi-group satisfies lZ( t) ul co < (C/t) (~1,. Since it 
is also unitary in t2(W), the conclusion follows by interpolation and 
Sobolev inequalities. 1 
Our proof then follows the classical lines of [ 1, 7,9]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let m > 6. There exists a constant 6 > 0 such that for all 
u0 E H”( R2) n W”- 1,6/5 satisfying 
the solution u(t) of Theorem 2.4 is global with the following asymptotic 
behaviour: 
C 
b(t)1 w-3.6< (1 + ty,3~ I4t)lwG c, 
where _u( t) is a solution of the linear ‘hyperbolic” Schriidinger equation (3.1). 
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ProoJ: The solution u(t) given by Theorem 2.4 satisfies the integral 
equation 
We estimate 
r IF(u(z))l w-~,6/s + IG(u(z))l w7t-1.6i5 
+jo (l+t-t)2’3 . 
(3.3) 
But from (1.11) we have 
Let M(t)=Sup~<~<~ . . ((1 + t)2/3 1~1 wm-1.6). The estimate (2.5) gives 
(lu(z)l ‘,H + l4z)l &,d dt 
>> 
d (1 + CM*(t))’ IUOI h exp C, 
1 W(t) 
( j( 
M3W -- - 
0 (l+r)4’3+(1+2)* dT > > 
and by Gronwall’s lemma, for 0 6 t d T 
Wh& (1 + C3M2GV luolHm exp C4W2UJ+ M3V)) (3.4) 
(the above integrals are bounded). Therefore we obtain the bound 
IF(u) + G(u)1 w-~,~~5 < C,( 1 + C3M2( T)) luolHm exp(C,(M*(T) 
+M3(T))) IuI~~-w 
And replacing in (3.3) gives 
M(t)<C, luolV-,.6,5+C5(1 +C,M*(T)) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
s 
r (1 + t)2’3 M*(T) do 
x o(l+t--)2’3(1+2)4’3 . 
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The above integral is bounded, and if we define the function 
f(x)=&&+ C7(1 + C3x2) eC4(X2+Xs))-x, 
( c7 = c5 y;: j; (I+ t Jy;:‘, T)4/3 dz ) ’ for 6 sufficiently small, 
f(x) 2 0 if xE[O,K] 
f(x) < 0 if XE [0, K+s[. 
Since M(0) = 0 and f(M(T)) 2 0, we deduce that M(T) < K, and this 
bound implies that the solution u(t) is global: from (3.4), if we choose 6 
sufficiently small, we can apply again the local existence Theorem 2.4. 
To study the asymptotic behaviour of the solution u(t), define 
_u(t)=Z(t)uo+ s +co ~(t-z)(F(u(z))+G(u(r)))dz 0 
z( -MU’) + G(u(z))) dr 
> 
_u( t) satisfies the linear equation (3.1), and we have 
luw-rol,-6~o+m Ic(f - ~W(d7)) + G(@)))l~-l dz 
< I +m IF(u(z)) + G(u(~))l~-l dz. 0 
But from (1.12), 
~F(u(T))+ G(u(z))lp-I <C Iu12~-w 14~” 
C 
Q(l+p3* 1 
4. UNIQIJENE~~ OF SOLUTIONS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u and u be two solutions of Eq. (0.3) satisfying 
24, u E L”(0, T; ZP(W)) n L”(0, T; W-(W)). 
Zf u(O) = o(O), then u(t) = v(t) for 0 < t -c T. 
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Proof: Let w  = U-V, 4, $ the corresponding potentials given by for- 
mula (1.3), and 5 = C$ - II/, The map w  satisfies the equation 
( 
ii v iwI+w,,-wwyy= y+- 
1 + I4 1+ )vl2 ) ((u-x + vx) wx - (U.” + V.“) WY) 
( 
ii fi 
+ l+lul2 + 1+ lv12 
~ (u~-u;+u~-u;) 
> 
+~Iw.“+v,5,+~.,~w,+v,5,). (4.1) 
We have the same difficulty as in the proof of existence. If we multiply 
Eq. (4.1) by W, integrate over [w2, and take the imaginary part, the presence 
of derivatives in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.1) does not allow us to 
conclude by Gronwall’s lemma as usual. 
We therefore use the same idea as in the proof of Proposition 2.3. We 
take the L’ scalar product of Eq. (4.1) with a well-chosen multiplying 
factor of the form 0(u, V) $ to cancel these derivatives. 
Let l3= l/(1 + I(u+u)/~/~)~, then 8,= -(6/2)([~+0/~/(1 f I(u+v)/~[*)). 
Integrating by parts the last term in the left-hand member, we find 
= - Im 
s 
W(w,0,- wvBY) 
=t 8 Im(ww,) 
I( 
b-M lu+vl: 
1 + I(u+ v)/212 - Irnfdwy) 1 + [(U + u)/212 > * 
On the other hand, 
Im 
ii v 
-+- 
1 + (U12 I+ Iv(2 
((u, + u,) W, - by + uy) wJ’) et+ 
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Concerning the terms with potentials we have 
And putting together the above inequalities, we deduce that 
& d Je bdkc(J w+ iDo Iwl,)lB ~2. 
But we cannot bound from above 1051 2 by ) WI 2. Thus we differentiate 
Eq. (4.1) and multiply it by BDW. Once again the terms with derivatives of 
higher order cancel-, and eventually we find 
$1 ew12+ IDw12) 
GC (lwl*+ IDwl*+ ID2t12 lDwl 2 + INI 
But 5 satisfies the following Laplace equation: 
& = (fxw, -fyK) + (u,(f- g), - ux(f- g) Yh 
where f=4i(z?/(l + 1~1’)) and g=4i(F/(l+ [III’)). Therefore lD2512= 
ldtl,<C lDw(, and from Lemma 1.4 we also have jD<12<C [Dwl,. We 
conclude by the usual Gronwall’s lemma. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. The Cauchy problem (0.3) is well-posed in H”(R*) for 
m > 4. 
The proof of continuous dependence is similar to the proof of unique- 
ness. 
APPENDIX 
We derive here Eq. (0.1) and (0.2) in stereographic variables. We use 
stereographic projection from the south pole to the equator plane: 
u=S1+iS2 
24+Zi 
1 
1+s3 
s=- 
1+ lul2 
-i(u-ii). 
1 - 11112 
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Compute 
1 
si = (1 + lu12)2 I . 
[( 1 - iz2) U, + (1 - U’) U,] 
s:= (,+;;,2)2 C( 1 + U2) 24, - (1 + U’) 17,] 
S?= 
-2 
(1 + Iu)2)2 
[Uu, + UU,] 
S.(Sx A ?J= 
2i( U, Ur - ii, UJ 
(I+ l42)’ [((1-U’)u+(l--2)U)(u+U) 
= 
2i(u, uy - u, uy ) 
(l+ [U/2)2 
The equation satisfied by the components of S is 
253 
If we express, for example, the second component using U, we find 
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(1+1:,2)2 
[(1+u+4t-(1+U2)z3,] 
= ,;+,$4 cc1 + b12)U -~2)(uxx-uyy) 
+ (1 - U2)(Uxx - ii,)] - 2[2(u + U)(u,U, - u#,) 
+ U( 1 - z?)(U; - 24;) + U( 1 - U2)($ - ii;)] 
+2 (l+ IU12)4 
(“+u) [ii(l+ ~U(2)(U,,-Uyy) 
+u(l+ 142)@,,--uyy)+2(1 - l~12wx12- b,12) 
- 22-q ut - u;,, - 2z.q ii; - ii;)] 
-ibQI (1+ii2)Uy-(1+U2)Uy 
x 
i (l+ 142)2 1 
-IBM (1+U2)u,-(1+U2)ii, 
Y  1 (1+ lUI2)’ I . 
Writing the corresponding equation for the first component, and eliminating 
ii,, we find 
2ii 
iu, + u,, - uyy = 2 
1-h I4 
(4 - u:, + wd, + uy4J 
. (u,ifiy - &u,) 
4xx+dYY=4~ (I+ l42)2 
and for Eq. (0.2), 
1 iut+Uxx-Uyy=~ 4=+4YY= 1 -4 + 2u .14 (u,i2, (I+ (u~+u~)+ib(u,#y+uyq5x) - Iu12)2 u,uy 
SA+iSi 
urJ= . 1+s; 
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